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Health care systems worldwide are currently facing the 
COVID-19 pandemic. In the countries mostly hit by its dra-
matic outbreak, such as Italy, the health care delivery has 
been abruptly redistributed to allocate human resources, 
beds, operating room (OR) spaces and intensive care units 
(ICUs) to the care of symptomatic or critically ill patients.1

As a result, the volume of elective procedures dramati-
cally dropped: this occurrence applied either to diagnos-
tics, such as gastro-intestinal, and to scheduled surgical 
interventions.1,2,3

As surgeons at an academic hospital in Northern Italy 
(Modena, more than 180.000 inhabitants and 1100 bed avail-
ability), we experienced a sudden—but inexorable—decline 
in surgical activity on a week-by-week basis, by the begin-
ning of the epidemic in Italy, 22 February. A similar trend is 
extending progressively to other cities and regions, due to the 
need for an extra-care availability for COVID-19 patients.3

The first response to virus spreads consisted of measures 
to contain the infection while attempting to preserve the 
routinary health-care activity, that is, dedicated triage at the 
emergency room (ER) units, protection gears for patients 
and personnel, creation of COVID-19-dedicated areas.1,2

However, the lesson we quickly learned is that virus 
containment within a single institution is difficult or 
impossible to be achieved:2 hospitals are quickly over-
whelmed by the number of infected patients, and the risk 
of transmission inside the facility is extremely high.4

From the Wuhan experience, nosocomial contamina-
tion is responsible for 41% of the cases, with caregivers 
being exposed to symptomatic infections or, opposite, 
being vectors of transmission as well.5

The risk of COVID-19 in fragile patients elected to sur-
gery is a concern that surgeon may be responsible of, and, 
regrettably, end up on trial for. The mortality rate of patients 
having their planned surgery during the incubation period 
of COVID-19 is estimated to be as high as 20.5%.6
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This concern obviously applies to oncologic patients: 
an active neoplastic condition is a risk factor for a fatal 
evolution of COVID-19 disease, detected in 20% of 
COVID-19-related deaths (Source: ISS, Italy).

Furthermore, the possible development of post-opera-
tive respiratory distress can compromise the eligibility of 
oncologic patients to adjunctive therapies, such as chemo, 
immunotherapeutics or radiation treatments, thus impair-
ing the execution—and ultimate, the efficacy—of a com-
bined treatment modality. How to balance the risk of 
COVID-19 nosocomial transmission with the inexorable 
progression of untreated conditions, life-threatening as 
well? No certain instructions are available yet.7

The surgical community responded with the immediate 
draft of “prioritization charts” and COVID-19 adapted 
guidelines, cross-sectioning all surgical specialties: a chart 
arranges a sort of to-do-list, stating priority and timing of 
each procedure—while the emergency is going on.8,9

But the time length of the COVID-19 emergency is 
something we are not aware of and the evolution of the 
pandemic is still uncertain: meanwhile, the provision of 
surgery should continue to be an essential aspect of health-
care systems.

The creation of COVID-19 free (C19-free) hubs or 
facilities could be the key-point to deliver a continuous 
and safe care to patients elected to surgery. To this effort, 
the pre-admission period seems to be the key point and, at 
the same time, the point of weakness of the process.

Flow charts displaying the ideal pre-admission can be 
adopted from oncology: the key steps include a visit to 
confirm the indication to treatment (with consideration of 
alternatives), the triage for COVID-19 symptoms at a pre-
liminary visit, the re-triage for symptoms at the moment of 
hospitalization, 2 weeks thereafter.10

Simonato et al.11 described another ideal pathway to 
obtain a C19-free hospital: it includes the nasopharyngeal 
swab in the pre-admission phase and, if negative, patient’s 
isolation inside the facility, in a single room of the hospital 
ward, up to surgical intervention. Despite the brilliant sug-
gestion, its feasibility inside most of the Italian facilities 
could be a matter of argue. Besides, beyond patients’ test-
ing and strict isolation, the workforce too cannot afford not 
to follow similar stringent rules.

Actually, the challenge posed by COVID-19 are unique 
and different from previous epidemics (including the 2003 
SARS);12,13 COVID-19 accounts for:

•• A variable incubation period (2–14 days)
•• Early onset of infectious period (COVID-19 trans-

mission begins during the early phase of illness, 
with viral peaks while the patient is asymptomatic); 
presymptomatic transmission also makes basal 
screening (ie temperature) uneffective14

•• A wide time-lapse (2–5 days) between the onset of 
symptoms and peoples’ seeking medical attention, 
that enhances the community transmission14

•• Nasopharingeal swabs (with RT-PCR to detect viral 
RNA, the current gold standard) have limitations 
such as short detection windows, false sampling, 
cross-contamination of samples, inconsistence of 
sample collections and preparations.14

•• Laboratory detections and radiographic images are 
not always in agreement with clinical features of 
COVID-19.

•• Serologic testing for COVID-19 are still prone to vari-
ability in false-negative reporting; they rely on the tim-
ing of a detectable immune response, that could vary; 
serologic testing also miss infections among immuno-
compromised people not producing antibodies15

The aforementioned issues—that limit a prompt detec-
tion of COVID-19 cases—allow pathogens transmission 
also inside a supposed C19-free hub or facility, through 
asymptomatic subjects that could be either patients and 
health-care workers, the latter acquiring infection at a 
community level or while working in non- C19-free areas 
in mixed hospitals. Therefore, the realization of a complete 
C19-free facility should be planned involving either 
patients and workforce (Figure 1).

From the workforce point of view, a strategic ractioning 
with a multilayer coverage system of care could be sug-
gested at either surgeons’ and nurses’ level. It translates 
into the adoption of a pre-quarantine of the staff (or of part 
of the staff, to allow a rotation), plus oropharyngeal swabs 
before entering a C19-free facility. This rule should apply 
to all caregivers, including physicians, nurses, cleaning 
and transporting crews, and so on, for whom the work in 
non C19-free facilities is forbidden in the prior 2 weeks. 
Periodic re-testing is needed to verify the absence of 
asymptomatic infection in caregivers.

Similarly, patients should be invited to adhere a strict 
protocol, that includes a pre-quarantine period (with com-
plete isolation from external environment), followed by a 
triage visit and nasopharyngeal swab at the moment of 
hospitalization.

The matter of patients’ compliance to the pre-isolation 
restriction could arise; however, we believe that a detailed 
explanation of the post-operative risk connected to COVID-
19 could be a mischief toward harmful behaviors. In this set-
ting, an informed consent structured to include infectious risk 
is mandatory and already planned by several institutions.

The realization of a C19-free facility could be a chal-
lenging matter, prone to arguments and criticisms; further-
more, whether this proposal could be effective, it is still 
debatable.

In the meanwhile, we have to keep in mind the definite 
role of surgery, that is the result of decades of scientific 
researches and technological improvements. Surgery is 
invoked as the gold standard treatment of most of the locally 
confined tumors, as a key point inside multimodal approaches, 
surgery is often the only cure of non-malignant conditions 
that, if left untreated, could become life-threatening as well.
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To avoid the “risk of a recession” of the whole health-
care provision—screening, diagnostics, treatment, and 
surgery too—and to restore elective activity, we have to 
rearrange promptly our health system and to reach a con-
sensus on the way to do so.
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Figure 1. Proposal for a C19-free facility of hub.
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